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• Find freedom and flexibility in creating your schedule

• Control your dental career — and your future
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practice management solution built on insights from dental professionals, 
and our years of industry experience. Coming 2017.
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I want to thank each and every one of you from the 
bottom of my heart. You made the launch of DeW Life 
a huge victory. You did! What a joy to have launched 
at the Hinman. So many of you cheered and toasted 
champagne with us. I especially want to thank the 
Hinman Dental Conference for the beautiful venue 
they provided. We depended on Dr. Erinne Kennedy, Dr. 
Amisha Singh, Lisa Spradley and Julie Varney. They 
generously volunteered their time to help us succeed. 
Not to mention all of you amazing DeW-ers, you know 
who you are, that gave a helping hand.

How fun is it to connect with each other! We are just getting started so please 
join the ride. DeW Life is for You, about You and by You. It is FAB!

Now, I realize some of you were thinking that I would be on every cover. Let me 
assure you, I am no Oprah. I am your voice, your story, your cheerleader. Our 
goal remains the same: to inspire and highlight all women in dentistry!

We are honored to have two amazing DeW-ers on our cover. Of course, they 
are wearing heels and setting the tone to this issue. Ms. Linda Miles certainly 
climbed the ladder in her own way—no excuses and with grace and gusto—
and brought so many up alongside her with a helping hand. Dr. Tanya Brown 
took that hand as one of her mentees, and as the story so often goes, the 
roles shifted along the way between mentee and mentor. These two amazing 
DeW-ers are working together again. Linda and I agree, DeW-ers do not retire. 
What more is left in the tank?

Through word of mouth, Char Sweeney was contacted by Kay Huff to write a 
piece on Linda. Both women were impacted by Linda’s tutelage, so I hope you 
enjoy her beautiful story and put yourself in the text. How will you seek out your 
mentor? How will you be a good mentee?  How will you pay it forward? Who do 
you want to be when you grow up? Let’s continue to learn from their examples.

We also have another interesting read from Dr. Laura Braswell, who took a 
different path and utilizes her skills to aid exotic animals. Laura is living, 
breathing proof that being open to possibilities and collaboration is key to 
having a fulfilling and long lasting career. 

The goal with this issue of DeW Life is to encourage you to focus on yourself, all 
while being open to helping others! Whether that’s making time for your health, 
time for your spiritual side or time for your wild and crazy dreams, it will go a 
long way to making sure you are fulfilled and ready to lift the next generation of 
DeW-ers up with you.  

Please read us cover to cover. Please reach out to our authors and advertisers. 
They keep us relevant. And please reach out to us with your thoughts and 
stories. Follow the steps for submission on page 46. You could be in the next 
DeW Life! Until our next edition, follow us at www.dew.life and on Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn. 

Every one of you has a perfect note in you and we want to hear it played! What 
we all launched together at the Himnan is only the beginning of a beautiful 
symphony! 

Cheers to you, Dental entrepreneur Women, 

Anne M. Duffy
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Linda Miles, CSP, CMC, Virginia Beach, VA, is an internationally recognized 
consultant, speaker and author on dental practice management and team de-
velopment. Linda is a successful businesswoman who not only founded LLM&A, 
a leading INC 500 dental management consulting firm in 1978; but also founded 
the Speaking Consulting Network in 1997. 

She sold those two businesses in 2007 and 2010 to devote more time to Oral 
Cancer Cause (OCC), a FL based nonprofit that saves lives by creating awareness 
of early staged head and neck cancer. OCC also provides financial assistance 
to oral cancer patients undergoing medical procedures who can’t eat, speak or 
work. OCC was Co Founded with Robin Morrison in 2013. 

In 2016 Linda Co Founded with Dr. Tanya Brown, ULTIMATE TEAM MASTERY, an 
online two hour virtual classroom every 8 weeks for practices that wish to keep 
their teams on the cutting edge of management and communication skills...
but don’t wish to travel and take days out of their practices to do so. Linda has 
spoken in all 50 states and on four continents authored three books and men-
tored many other dental consultants. 

Katherine Eitel Belt is known as The Non-Scripted Communication Expert in 
the US, Canada, and the UK. An international keynote speaker, author, and coach, 
Katherine is best known as the creator of The Lioness Principle™, a unique lead-
ership communication tool, and as the CEO/founder of LionSpeak, a company 
which helps professionals communicate with greater clarity and inspiration in a 
powerful, non-scripted, and authentic way.

Using non-traditional methods to help professionals bust through barriers and 
achieve phenomenal results is something Katherine loves to do! Through this 
work, she has become a mentor to other consultants, trainers, speakers, corpo-
rate executives and managers. In response to that demand, Katherine created 
her Transformational Training and Inspirational Speaker’s Workshops as well as 
her Lion Camp Leadership Experiences which are annual sell-outs in San Diego, 
California and are considered the premier team retreats for progressive corporate 
and healthcare teams. Recent corporate clients include Henry Schein, LuLaRoe 
Fashion, Berecz and Associates Law Firm, Patterson Dental, Seattle Study Clubs, 
Care Credit, Sirona Cerec and Philips Oral Healthcare.

Katherine is a SCN Spotlight-On-Speaking champion, National Speaker’s 
Association member, Speaking Consulting Network board member, past-pres-
ident of the Academy of Dental Management Consultants and recipient of 
the Linda Miles Spirit Award. 

 Advisors To The BoArd

www.LionSpeak.net
Info@LionSpeak.net
Katherine@LionSpeak.net

www.AskLindaMiles.com  
www.oralcancercause.org
www.UltimateTeamMastery.com 
lindamiles@cox.net
757-619 1026
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Bonnie Hixson, Founder & Publisher 
of The Progressive Dentist Magazine. 
Bonnie is dedicated to helping strong 
clinicians and dental professionals 
build successful businesses where 
the best dental care can be delivered. 
As the founder and publisher of The 
Progressive Dentist magazine, facili-

tator of the ProDentist MasterMind Network and the new 
ProPractice online learning center, she works closely 
with many of the most knowledgeable and respect-
ed dental and business experts to bring their messages 
to dental practices throughout the US and Canada. She 
thrives on helping dental teams to define their purpose, 
enhance the overall patient experience, improve practice 
profitability and live a life they love. TheProDentist.com   
Bonnie@TheProDentist.com

Dr. Tanya Brown is dentistry’s expert 
on Case Acceptance. She understands 
how each team member is a vital 
contributor to the success of the 
practice. For over 25 years she has 
worked in every area of a dental practice 
from chair-side dental assistant, to 
practice administrator, to owner dentist. 
In addition, she is also a member of 

the Academy of Professional Speakers and the Speaking 
Consulting Network. Dr. Brown will help you elevate YOUR 
practice by making dentistry Practical, Profitable, and Fun! 
Tanya can be reached at Tanya@TanyaBrownDMD.com 
or 757-285-2833. Her Speaking & Consulting website is  
www.TanyaBrownDMD.com

Kristine A. Berry is a recognized 
industry leader with over 30 years of 
proven results as a clinician, sales 
consultant and educational Manager 
for a global Fortune 500 company. 
She has coached and taught 1000’s 
of dentists and teams in leadership, 
teaming, systems and marketing She 
reached over 60,000 readers monthly 

as the RDH eVillage Editorial Director, a position she held 
from 2004-2016. Kristine is the author of Demystifying 
Smiles: Strategies for the Dental Team, authored a chapter 
in the textbook, Mosby’s Dental Hygiene: Concepts, Cases, 
and Competencies, 2nd Edition as well as 100’s of articles, 
CE programs, and blogs.

Kristine can be reached at Kristine.berry@
dentalonepartners.com or 603.765.6633.

Shannon Pace Brinker, CDA National 
and International Speaker and pub-
lished author. She is the owner of 
Contemporary Product Solutions and 
The Academy of Chairside Assisting. 
She has her own publication that part-
ners with Schein Dental for the Dental 
Assistant called Side by Side and 

has a column in DPR that evaluates products and ma-
terials from the total team perspective.   She is an active 
member of the AACD was the first auxiliary to ever sit of 
the American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry Board of 
Directors, Selected Dentistry Today’s Top 100 Clinicians, 
DPR 25 most influential women in dentistry, awarded the 
Rising Star Evy Award and Dr. Bicuspids Dental Educator 
of the Year.     www.contemporaryproductsolutions.com

Lois Banta is CEO, President and 
Founder of Banta Consulting, Inc., a 
company that specializes in all aspects 
of dental practice management. Lois 
has over 37 years of dental experience 
and consults and speaks nationally 
and internationally. She is the owner 
and CEO of The Speaking Consulting 

Network, and a member of The Academy of Dental 
Management Consultants (ADMC). The American Dental 
Assistants Association (ADAA), The Academy of Dental 
Office Managers (AADOM) and The American Academy 
of Dental Practice Administration (AADPA). To contact 
Lois and inquire about Banta Consulting or The Speaking 
Consulting Network:Email: lois@bantaconsulting.com 
or check out her website: www.bantaconsulting.com and 
www.speakingconsultingnetwork.com

Janice Hurley is considered 
“Dentistry’s Image Expert”. 
Passionate about doing what ever 
it takes to have patients see their 
dentist and team in the best light. She 
coaches and presents on the visual, 
verbal and body language impact we 
have in our control. She does a 30 
point Image Assessment on site that 

helps offices generate higher revenue daily and attract 
patients that refer and accept treatment. She is our very 
own What Not To Wear “go to” for optimal impact in our 
personal and professional lives. www.janicehurley.com  
email: Jhurley@JaniceHurley.com

dew BoArd
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Tonya Lanthier is the founder and 
CEO of DentalPost, the premier 
online and mobile dental job board 
and community. The dental tooth 
duchess entrepreneur is passionate 
about helping dental professionals 
build teams that excel by using 
data to make smarter hires. Tonya 

started DentalPost in 2005 as a  tool to make dental 
professionals’ lives easier, allowing them to deliver the 
best patient care possible. Since then, the company 
has grown into a networking community for more 
than 750,000 dental professionals and 38,000 dental 
offices. DentalPost has made the Inc. 5000 list of 
fastest growing private companies two years in a row. 
 www.dentalpost.net

Rita Zamora is the founder of an es-
tablished social media consulting 
firm that is recognized international-
ly. Since 2008 she and her team have 
specialized in social media marketing 
for dental professionals and corpo-
rate clients. They provide custom-
ized monthly social media marketing 

support services and training programs. Rita’s speak-
ing experience includes repeat invitations to some of 
the world’s most prestigious dental meetings in the U.K., 
Canada and U.S. Learn more at RitaZamora.com.

Carmen Leary - I grew up in Durham, 
North Carolina, which is only a 
couple of hours North of Charlotte. 
My dentist, Dr. Paula Coffey sparked 
my initial passion for dentistry. I 
graduated Cum Laude from Spellman 
College with a BS in Biology 
and continued my education at 

UNC completing my Doctor of Dental Surgery. Upon 
graduating from UNC Chapel Hill, I had the opportunity 
to serve at the Veterans Affairs Hospital in Baltimore, 
where I completed my general practice residency. This 
was a rewarding and life-changing experience for me. 
Charlotte has been our home since 2008 and we love it!  
“All women deserve a dignified and respectful workplace 
in which talent, hard work and loyalty are recognized, 
revered and rewarded.”
www.learyfamilydentistry.com

Anastasia Turchetta, an RDH of 28 
years, Anastasia began speaking 
professionally in 2004. Her message 
engages & empowers audiences 
across the country to discover 
the route to success in both their 
personal & professional lives. Video 
blogging since 2009,  Anastasia 

is a leading authority on branding & social media. 
Her brand  America’s Dental Hygienist  reaches 
over 250,000 consumers and dental professionals. 
Anastasia’s YouTube channel is home to  Coffee Chat 
with Anastasia  &  Anastasia’s Hump Day Happenings. 
She is recognized by Dental Products Report as one of the 
Top 25 Women in Dentistry. Anastasia’s motto & message 
is to: “Take what you learn & make a difference with it!”
www.AnastasiaTurchetta.com

Rachel Wall, RDH, BS - As founder 
of Inspired Hygiene, Rachel inspires 
dental teams to improve their hygiene 
services and systems while increasing 
profitability. Drawing from her 25 years 
of experience as a clinical hygienist and 
hygiene profitability coach, Rachel de-
livers to-the-point articles and speak-

ing programs. She has spoken for numerous organiza-
tions, including the Yankee Dental Congress, ADA and the 
Hinman. She received the 2012 Dental Excellence Award 
from DrBicuspid.com for “Most Effective Dental Hygienist 
Educator” and was named one of the Top 25 Women in 
Dentistry in 2013 by Dental Products Report magazine. 
www.inspiredhygiene.com

Suzanne Kump is a certified, licensed 
dental assistant who holds an MBA 
from the University of St. Thomas 
in St. Paul, MN. Suzanne began her 
career as a chairside dental assis-
tant, eventually moving into practice 
management, then to corporate mar-
keting for a major dental distributor. 

Her passion for dentistry was forged early on as she saw 
the connection between the practice of dentistry, the op-
erations that support it, and the dynamic changes that 
have occurred throughout her career. This is what mo-
tivates Suzanne, and constantly compels her to explore 
new ways to keep dentistry moving into the future. 
suzannekump@comcast.net

dew BoArd
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Rachel Mele is a dental executive, 
speaker, and author.   She runs 
the dental and healthcare 
divisions for Vennli helping dental 
manufacturers drive strategic 
growth decisions. Rachel has 
lectured to audiences across the 
globe for dental companies 

including 3M, Align Technology, Dentsply Sirona, 
and Straumann. Rachel is a Distinguished 
Toastmaster, a member of the Speaking Consulting 
Network and the National Speakers Association.  
rachel.mele@vennli.com

Dr. Amisha Singh is a Denver native and 
loves living in beautiful Colorado. She 
was the founder of the first diversity 
oriented national organization in her 
dental school and she currently serves 
the CU Department of Diversity and 
Inclusion as an alumni contributor. 
She is a member of the ADA, CDA, and 

MSCD and serves on the CDA New Dentist Committee. 
She also writes and speaks for IgniteDDS to inspire other 
dental professionals to be the best clinicians possible. She 
is a founder for Colorado’s first South Asian Chamber of 
Commerce. Her passion is encouraging entrepreneurial 
spirit, inspiring others and she wants to dedicate her 
life to helping  make dentists be better, healthier, more 
empowered people.   You can find her blog at  http://
singhsmiles.weebly.com/

Erinne Kennedy DMD, brings to you 
real life experience in public health and 
education. She graduated from Nova 
Southeastern University’s College of 
Dental Medicine in 2015 and then at-
tended a one-year general practice res-
idency at the VA Hospital in Baltimore, 
MD. Erinne has a passion for giving 

back, and is currently working toward a dental public 
health specialty at Harvard University in Boston, MA. She 
is currently a blogger for IgniteDDS, an alumnus writer 
for ASDA, a contributing editor for Dental Product review, 
and on the Junior Editorial board for DeW.Life Magazine.  
erinnedkennedy@gmail.com 

Dr. Neha Garge, born in Tokyo and 
raised in Massachusetts, completed her 
undergraduate degree in Biology and 
English from Tufts University and her 
Doctor of Dental Medicine degree from 
Boston University. She is a member of 
the American Dental Association, as well 
as her local dental societies. Dr. Garge 

has a keen eye for detail and enjoys practicing all areas of 
restorative and cosmetic dentistry. In addition to practicing 
clinical dentistry, Dr. Garge enjoys teaching and is the author 
of The New Dentist’s Guide to Real World Dentistry. Her 
joy for teaching and education translates into her patient 
care on a daily basis. After living and practicing in Boston 
and Los Angeles, Dr. Garge and her husband, Sameer, have 
since settled in Northern Virginia.  In her spare time, she 
enjoys cooking and exploring new restaurants, dancing, DIY 
projects, and traveling. www.newdentistsguide.com 

Jennifer Chevalier is an America 
businesswoman, writer and 
entrepreneur.   Jennifer serves as 
Chief Strategy Officer for Fortune 
Management, and is involved in all 
aspects of the company’s growth 
initiatives and program offerings to 
their clients.   Jennifer has dedicated 

her life to improving the business of dentistry and lives it 
transforms.  In addition to her work at Fortune Management, 
Jennifer is founder of Virtual Training Innovation, the first 
ever online training system for dental practices and is 
Co-Author of the best-selling book, Hire to Inspire – What 
great leaders do to consistently achieve winning results.      
www.fortunemgmt.com

Junior BoArd
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Melinda Heryford-Easton, Bete 
Johnson, Katherine Eitel-Belt & 
Bonnie Hixson

WHO, WEAR, WHEN
DeW launch at Hinman with Drs. Jane 
Puskas, Eddie Pafford and Robert O’Donnell

Booth for DeW launch at 
Hinman  

Janice Hurley, Kelly Fox-Galvagni, Melinda 
Heryford-Elston, Jamie Marboe, Shelley 
Renee, Kelly Kunkel, Emme Sanders

DeW launch at  Hinman 
with  Dr Amisha Singh & 
Erinne Kennedy

Bonnie Pugh, Dr. William J. 
Moorhead, Laci Phillips

Katherine Eitel & Dr. 
Gordon Christensen

Leslie Icenogle & 
Sandy Baird
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With Janelle Storck & Laura Hatch Jeff Emerson & Mike Canham

With Kimberly Culp

Lois Banta, Christine Curtis and 
Tony Curtis

Vanessa Emerson

Beth Linesch, Trish Lewis-Clark, Michelle 
Gabrielson, Julie Varney, Lisa Spradley

Minal Sampat

Shelley Renee’s 
shoes

Rachel & Anna Wall
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By Char Sweeney

WHO DO YOU WANT TO BE 
WHEN YOU GROW UP?

Over the course of my career, I have been blessed 
to have a number of friends and mentors help me 
along the way. I would not be where I am today if 

some hadn’t seen in me things I didn’t see in myself. I owe 
a great many people, but one stands head and shoulders 
above the rest, and that is Linda Miles. Linda personifies 
the word “mentor’, and while there are a number of 
exceptional leaders in our profession, I can’t think of 
a single person that has influenced more practices or 
mentored more people, both women and men, than Linda. 

My journey with 
Linda began 
30 years ago 
when I was an 
inexperienced 
dental business 
team member. I had 
the good fortune to 
be employed with 
Dr. John Steinberg, 
an enthusiastic 
and generous 
dentist, who had 
a strong desire to 
be as competent in 
customer service 
and the business 
of dentistry as 

he was clinically. I was originally employed with him as 
a clinical assistant, but as happens in many practices, a 
position became available at the front desk, and I ended 
up there. At the time, I thought it was a big promotion! It 
seemed to me, from a clinical assistant perspective, that 
the business team members always got their lunch hours, 
were always able to accept their personal phone calls and 
were always able to use the restroom. It seemed as though 
it was a much better job with greater flexibility. I remember 
thinking to myself, “How hard could it possibly be?”

After a few short months of trying to fill cancellations, 

being scolded by patients that “had always been billed 
and would continue to be billed” and the stress of trying 
to please the patients, the doctor and the staff when 
scheduling, I soon realized how very challenging the 
business area of a dental practice was, not to mention how 
little I knew! Fortunately, Dr. Steinberg was wise beyond 
his years and invested in the tuition for me to attend all 
the practice management courses I desired in order to 
acquire the skills to effectively execute my job. It was 
then that I met Linda, and I felt a bond with her instantly. 
Her philosophy was so practical, her ideas so common 
sense, and she was so gracious in spending time with me 
during her programs that I knew I wanted to be just like 
her. The practice flourished as I applied her systems and 
principals, and after experiencing that success, I decided 
I wanted to work with her. I approached her and shared 
my dream, and she shared with me the credentials and 
experience I would need to be considered as a member 
of her consulting team. After about two years of me 
attending all her courses, starting my own consulting 
business, becoming a “fledging” speaker and downright 
badgering her relentlessly, she hired me!! The rest, as they 
say, is history.

While countless thousands of dental professionals have 
benefited from Linda’s expertise from the platform, only 
a select few have been able to truly know her behind 
the scenes. As someone she refers to as her “second 
daughter”, what I can share is this—everything she 
exemplified from the platform is how she truly lives her 
life. She has selflessly given her time, expertise and 
financial resources to enable so many dental auxiliaries 
to grow professionally and move outside the walls of 
the dental office to pursue their passion in this fabulous 
profession. In an era of fierce competition, Linda founded 
the Speaking Consulting Network (SCN), an organization 
that helps others start their own speaking and consulting 
businesses, thus creating her own competition. 

Lois Banta, who now owns SCN, said, “I credit Linda Miles 
for her guidance. I was able to build a successful business 
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because of all I learned from her. Linda’s generosity, 
knowledge and positive influence set me on the path 
to success and created an opportunity for me to be a 
successful business owner while staying humble at the 
same time. I can honestly say I would not be where I am 
today without her.” 

Kay Huff, Director of Dental Coaching at Benco Dental, 
agreed. “Linda has inspired me to become the speaker 
and coach that I am today,” she told me. “Last year, 
winning the Speaker Spotlight at SCN and having Linda 
in the audience was the high point in my career. Linda 
continues to coach me today, and I am very thankful to 
have her in my life.”

Linda has always preached that “if you take care of 
the people who take care of you, your business will be 
successful.” As a member of her team, Linda instills 
courage and confidence in her team to take risks, falter 
and try again without reprisal. Her motto has always been, 

“Hire, train and trust,” and she advises business owners to 
share the rewards with those that make it happen. Nobody 
knows that better than Lee Tarvin, the COO of Linda L. 
Miles and Associates for more than 30 years. Together, 
these two women created a business that was named 
to Inc.’s 500 fastest growing, privately held companies 
in 1987. Their belief in Linda’s philosophy, their belief in 
each other and the support and sacrifice of their families 
enabled Linda’s company to succeed beyond their 
expectations. Neither had ever run a company before!

“Linda Miles is a true mentor for so many people and 
continues to be a guiding light of positivity, love and hope,” 
Lee said. “Having worked with Linda for 33 years, it has 

been a privilege and honor to see the lives she has helped 
change and empower. She certainly impacted my life by 
instilling confidence and belief in my abilities to do more 
than I thought I ever could. This is a gift she passes on 
to all. Linda is not only a great mentor, but also the true 
meaning of a loving and caring person that believes we 
should help each other along the way of life.”

While Linda has officially retired from the speaking and 
consulting business, she continues to be a guest speaker 
for philanthropic causes. Most recently, she participated 
in the Lucy Hobbs Project for Benco, a project that is 
dedicated to helping women be successful in dentistry. 
Linda is also on the board for Oral Cancer Cause, an 
organization that fund raises to educate the population 
about oral cancer. She donates her time for these and 
countless other worthwhile events. 

I’ve never met a woman that supports other women like 
Linda. In fact, as her protégé, one time (and ONLY once!!) 
a meeting planner selected me rather than her for a 
particular event. Linda was authentically happy and proud 
of me, as only a mentor and “mother” can be! She found 
it validating, and over the years, I’ve had a number of 
meeting planners share with me that Linda told them I’m 
a better “woman for the job” than her. While it was never 
true, she always lifted me up to others, even if it came at 
a cost to her. She was never threatened by my success, or 
the success of any of her peers or the women and men 
she mentored. 

Linda set the bar very high for me, and I know that I, and 
countless others, owe our success to her. I can only hope, 
through her example, that I can to continue to represent 

“Linda set the bar very high 
for me, and I know that I, and 
countless others, owe our 
success to her. I can only 
hope, through her example, 
that I can to continue 
to represent her spirit, 
generosity and philosophy 
as I continue on the path she 
paved for me.”
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her spirit, generosity and philosophy as I continue on 
the path she paved for me. I’m sad for those women that 
will never benefit from her expertise directly, but she 
should take great pride in knowing that the women in this 
profession will forever be better off because of her! It is 
her legacy to dentistry and the men and women that are 
privileged to be part of this uniquely wonderful profession. 

Char Sweeney began her career in dentistry in 1979 as a chair 
side dental assistant. She attended Ferris State University and 
the University of Alaska, and received her degree in Allied Health 
Science Dental Technology. She returned to private practice as a 
business assistant, and eventually, a practice administrator. She 
was an independent practice management consultant prior to 
joining Linda L. Miles & Associates in 1992. 

Char has lectured on every major dental meeting, including the 
Greater New York, Masters of Dentistry in Australia, Hinman 

Dental Meeting, the American Dental Association Meeting and 
the Seattle Study Club National Symposium. She is a graduate of 
the Dale Carnegie Institute, a member of the Speaking/Consulting 
Network, and has been published in numerous journals and 
newsletters throughout the country. 

Char’s experience and enthusiasm for dentistry, as well as her 
love of people, enable her to offer concrete solutions to the daily 
stumbling blocks all practices encounter. She has worked in both 
the business and clinical aspect of dentistry, and understands 
the unique challenges that both areas face. Her goal is to help 
dentists and their teams create a successful practice with 
everyone reaching their true potential. 

On a personal note, she has been married to Dr. Dale Sweeney, a 
periodontist, for 31 years, and has two daughters, Taylor, 23 and 
Alexa, 21.

What Makes Me Happy
A pizzle for you from your friends @ DeW

Word List

A good book
Bubble bath
Chick Flick
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Day at the beach
DeWLife
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Kittens
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Music
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Puppies
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Sunshine
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What if you knew your direct path to success AND 
could avoid costly mistakes and wasted time?

How would it make you feel if you knew others 
had traveled the journey before you and succeeded?

What kind of impact could you have on future generations 
by living a life of significance and mentoring? 

Well, Linda Miles and I believe that one of the shortest 
paths to success is through mentoring and mentorships. 
Mentorships are one of the keys to success that some 
people fail to take advantage of.

There are so many things to master during our training 
as dentists. We have to acknowledge that there are 
two critical items that are missing in dental schools—
leadership and business training. As a practicing dentist 
and practice owner, many of us have received little to no 
preparation for implementing training for our teams and 
don’t even know where to start. We “fly by the seat of our 
pants”, hoping that if we work hard enough it will work 
out or try to “fake it until we make it”. The unfortunate 
reality is that many dentists are struggling to know 
what to do next and how to strategize for future growth. 
On top of that, as female dentists, we have the added 
responsibility of caring for our families and children 
after our “day job”. Society expects us to be a leader to 
our team, a smart business woman, a caregiver to our 
patients, a loving wife or significant other and a mother 
to your child/children. Wearing those different hats can 
create added stress. 

There is good news. You can have a patient-centered 
practice that is highly profitable and operates as a 
healthy business as well as have a work-life balance. So 
let’s dig deeper into “HOW” to make this happen. How 
can we master the necessary leadership and business 
skills to run a patient-centered and healthy, profitable 
practice?

THE SHORTEST 
PATH TO SUCCESS

One of the best ways to pave your way to success is to 
find a mentor that will be your ally or a coach when you 
need support. As you know, as human beings we should 
always be learning and growing. If we STOP learning and 
growing—then we are DEAD! Even the most experienced 
professional doesn’t know everything.

Consider These 5 Guidelines for Establishing a Mentor-
Mentee Relationship and Paving Your Way to Success!

1.  FOCUS ON YOUR VISION 

Take a few moments and ask yourself, “WHY did I get into 
dentistry in the first place? What do you want from your 
practice? How do you want your practice to be known 
in your community? How do you want to impact your 
community? What kind of experience do you want your 
Patients to have when they come into your office?”

Foster positive energy in your team. Start each day on a 

By Tanya Brown and Linda Miles
www.UltimateTeamMastery.com
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positive note—read an inspirational or positive quote at 
your morning huddle. This one simple act will change 
your team’s energy and make a huge difference in your 
daily stress level and productivity. Commit to a positive 
attitude and focus on your vision.

2. MAKE A COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE

Be a leader, not a manager or an “owner”. A manager/
owner tells employees what to do, but an effective leader 
will show the employee how to do it and how to reach 
the next level. An effective leader empowers their team. 
That’s where the magic is!

You can be born with the ability to lead but need to learn 
how to do it effectively. Leaders can develop the skills 
of leadership by practicing leadership skills and asking 
for feedback. The leadership guru, John Maxwell, says, 
a leader with no-one following them is “just out for a 
stroll”.

Your biggest resource is your team, and having a high-
performing team will keep patients coming back to 
your practice. Investing in your team is one of the best 
investments you can make. A happy, high-performing 
team that is committed to excellence can be unstoppable!

3. SET YOUR GOALS

One of my favorite quotes is, “Aim for nothing, hit 
nothing.” EVERYONE must have goals to reach for- this 
gives us a sense of purpose and accomplishment. THINK 
BIG.

What do you want to accomplish personally and 
professionally? Ask your team, where do they want 
to be one year from now? What do you want to learn in 
the next month or six months? Having common goals 
unites a team. Set your goals and when you reach them. 
Remember to celebrate your success together!

4. ASK FOR HELP FROM OUTSIDE EYES

There is a season for everything. In your practice’s life 
cycle, there will be “seasons” that you will need some 
outside eyes to help facilitate accomplishing your goals. 
Outside eyes include business advisors, CPAs, practice-
management consultants and mentors. When you work 
with trusted advisors, you shorten your learning curve 
and reach your goals faster.

Virtually all professional athletes have at least one 
coach who helps them improve their performance both 
individually and as part of a team.

5. TRACK YOUR SUCCESSES

We know that the smartest leaders and business owners 
have key performance indicators to keep a pulse on where 
they are now to compare to where they want to be. Your 
practice numbers show you the score of the game. What 
are the practice numbers that you need to know? If one 
area is off track, what strings do you need to pull to make 
adjustments? This is another area where dentists receive 
very limited training, and many of us learn from the school 
of hard knocks. Tap into the resources from your mentor, 
dental CPA, and practice-management consultant. 

So how do you find a like-minded professional that will be 
a mentor for you? Start with people who are already doing 
what you want to do. Look for organizations that align with 
your philosophy, mission and values. Get to know dentists 
and other business people in your community. Join a local 
study club and make a conscious effort to get to know 
and socialize with the members of the club. Widen your 
circle of possible mentors by joining organizations like 
Entrepreneurs’ Organization. 

So what’s the big deal with mentorships and how can they 
be so valuable? Mentors often report that they get more 
from their mentee” than they give. 
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WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME?

• Learning and growing from an experienced 
professional

• Avoiding costly mistakes/wasted efforts

• More direct path to success

• A trusted ally/confident

• Make smart business decisions

• Offer an objective perspective

WHAT’S IN IT FOR THEM?

• Personal satisfaction of helping others

• Ongoing learning and teaching the “next 
generation”

• Leaving a legacy

• Helping their profession or industry

• Enjoy the “challenge” of helping others succeed 
and grow

• Enjoy talking about their experiences

I have experienced many of these benefits in my 
mentoring relationships. I have also experienced the 
benefits of being mentored by great leaders in dentistry 

and the business world. My closest mentor and friend, 
Linda Miles, have known each other for many years and 
have collaborated several times. She encouraged me to 
join SCN- Speaking Consulting Network and start a dental 
management consulting and speaking business. She 
has helped me navigate many business decisions. Our 
latest project, Ultimate Team Mastery, a bi-monthly online 
practice-management series, has been a huge success, 
and we have learned so much from each other as well as 
“paying it forward” to the numerous UTM Practices.  

In closing… you too can pave your way to success by 
collaborating with a mentor.

Now is the time to set aside time to work ON your practice, 
not just IN your practice. As the middle of the year draws 
near, take the time to review your year so far and plan for 
next year. We cannot continue to fake it until we make 
it. Pave your way to success by implementing these 
guidelines and collaborating with a mentor. You will be 
happier. Your patients will be well cared for and happy. 
Your team will be less stressed and more productive. Your 
business will be more profitable, and you will be able to 
return to the passion that made you choose dentistry in 
the first place.

Please reach out to our authors and our advertisers.  They 
care about you and keep us in print! Please check out our 
Submission’s page to join the DeW Crew!

EVERY SMILE BRIGHTENED 
Opalescence offers a complete whitening menu to meet every patient’s needs and lifestyle. Each product can be used 

individually or combined with another product for quicker and more dramatic results.

800.552.5512 | ultradent.com
© 2017 Ultradent Products, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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By Ronni Brown, DDS, MPH
www.RonniBrown.com 
www.PreventMethMouth.com

CONFESSIONS OF A 
JAILHOUSE DENTIST

Early on in my career as a dentist, I frequently 
hesitated when people asked where I worked. This 
question was often posed by colleagues wishing 

to chat with me about our assumed similar practice 
environments. Sometimes, I’d get the question from 
random acquaintances looking for a new dentist. I was 
never quite sure how they would take my response. Could 
my colleague or interested patient handle my choice 
of practice environment? Would they be interested in 
hearing about my typical day in the office? Would my 
career choice distance or connect me with my dental 
colleagues? By now, I’m sure I’ve captured your interest. 
But before I reveal where I work, I need to first introduce 
myself to you and share with you My Story. 

Hi, my name is Ronni, and I did not grow up thinking I 
would be a dentist. After toying with the idea of being 
an Avon Lady at the age of 7, a teacher at the age of 
11, a child psychologist at 18 and even a lawyer at 20, 
I landed on dentistry at 21. I obviously had interests 
in entrepreneurship, education, psychology, teaching 
and science! When I started volunteering in the dental 
school during my junior undergraduate year at UCLA, 
I discovered a profession that blended both science 
with art, prevention with treatment and communication 
with relationships. These traits resonated with me and 
embodied what I wanted out of career. 

I started dental school in 1987 at UCLA, and despite my 
strong academic achievements including graduating 
magna cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa, dental school was 
an entirely different experience for me. I found myself 
struggling to juggle clinical competency exams and late-
night waxing of my patients’ bridges and crowns with 
10-plus classes each quarter, and I began to question 
whether I made the right career decision. During this 
chaos, I was also assisting one of my instructors with 
a community-based research project to provide dental 
education and self-care skill training to low-income 
seniors in community settings. These extramural 

experiences grounded me, encouraged me and reinforced 
my desire to continue on this career path. I began to 
seek out these dental public health opportunities as they 
allowed me to work with populations truly disadvantaged 
that had limited access to dental care and a high burden 
of dental disease. As my senior year approached, most of 
my classmates embarked on careers in private practice, 
whereas I could only envision my career working with 
underserved patients. 

Upon graduating, I completed a hospital-based general 
practice residency program and a dental fellowship in 
treating developmentally disabled patients, and then 
began to look for a job … or should I say jobs! After more 
than eight years of college, dental school and residency, 
I had bills to pay, so I found multiple part-time jobs to 
satisfy my financial obligations. These included teaching 
a dental public health course at a dental hygiene school 
(loved it!), working in a community-based health clinic 
(loved it!) and associating in a private practice (not so 
much!). I enjoyed the variety in my work schedule and 
became fluid in working with different patient populations 
and in different practice environments. However, I began 
to realize that my career focus in dental school had 
taken a slight detour due to real-life responsibilities and 
commitments. 

In 1997, I decided to seek out opportunities in the public 
sector that would foster my interests in dental public 
health. I ran across a job posting in the paper for a dentist 
at the Sonoma County Jail. Huh, a dentist at a jail? Who 
knew that inmates needed dental care? I remember 
cutting out the ad in the paper and setting it on my desk. 
I would periodically look at it and dare myself to call. I 
would then remind myself that it was ridiculous for me 
to even consider this as a real possibility. After a week, I 
finally convinced myself to call, telling myself that I was 
just going to hone my interviewing skills. My interview 
preparation included watching the movies Shawshank 
Redemption and Silence of the Lambs. I imagined my 
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interview would be chaotic and interrupted by inmate riots 
and catcalling. Needless to say, my interview went well 
and the jail was quiet, clean and orderly! I was informed 
that the inmates had extensive dental needs due to 
poverty, low dental literacy and substance abuse issues, 
all of which were addressed by jail dental care. I met my 
dental assistant, and after having all the politically correct 
conversations, I pulled her aside to ask what it was like 
working in this environment and with inmates. She looked 
me in the eye and told me this would be the best job I 
would ever have. 

At this point, you’ve probably guessed that I work at a jail 
and my patients are inmates. The Sonoma County Jail is a 
medium-security facility. As the only dentist in the facility, 
I’m responsible for providing medically necessary dental 
care to more than 1,000 inmates housed in the facility. My 
typical day may include routine fillings or extractions, or 
may include managing a severe maxillofacial infection, 
diagnosing a mandibular fracture, identifying unusual soft 
tissue pathology or discussing the relationship between 
substance abuse and dental decay with my patients. For 
many, jail is the only place where patients can receive 
dental care that is affordable and accessible. 

I still remember the very first patient I saw on my very first 
day of work. He couldn’t have been more than 20. He was 
quiet, respectful and sad … so very sad. When he opened 
his mouth, I couldn’t believe what I was seeing; an utter 
level of devastation. In his mouth, were teeth that were 
blackened, broken and, simply put, rotted. I had to tell this 
young man, who was at the age when many feel their lives 
are just beginning, that he needed to have all his teeth 
extracted because he did not have a single restorable 
tooth. I reassured myself that he was a just a fluke, an 

anomaly, an isolated incidence of dental neglect. But as 
the days turned into months, I sadly realized a majority 
of my patients had a similar state of decay, and I quickly 
learned it was attributed to their use of the highly addictive 
and illegal drug methamphetamine. My patients shared 
with me their stories about their addiction to a drug so 
powerful that the high made them unaware of the drug’s 
destruction in their mouth and even in their lives. These 
stories fueled my desire to learn as much as I could about 
“meth mouth”, including leading a large-scale clinical 
study on the impact of drug use patterns on its severity. 

One of the most significant findings of my research was 
that very few of my patients reported receiving information 
about the oral effects of methamphetamine from their 
previous dentists. Perhaps they, like me, thought a patient 
with broken, blackened and rotted teeth was just a mere 
anomaly. I took this finding and developed a series of 
courses on the oral effects of methamphetamine to 
assist dentists in appropriately diagnosing meth mouth 
and developing treatment plans for these caries-active 
patients. 

Who knew that taking a chance and working “outside the 
box” would be so rewarding!? Now, when someone asks 
me what I do and where I work, I can describe what I think 
is the most interesting and fascinating job.  

“She looked me in the eye 
and told me this would be the 
best job I would ever have.“
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neHa GarGe

whAT is The BesT pArT oF your JoB? 

Every day is different and that I get to know patients on a 
personal level through continuing care.

who hAs Been The mosT inFLuenTiAL womAn in 
your LiFe? 

My mother!

how do you meAsure your success? 

I am successful if I am happy and constantly evolving.

whAT oBsTAcLes hAve you overcome in your 
cAreer? 

I have had to work in many different practices to find what I 
value and need out of a fulfilling career.

whAT oBsTAcLes hAve you overcome in your 
LiFe?

I had to learn English when I was 6 and moved to America 
from Japan.

whAT do you do To Turn Around A BAd dAy?

I cuddle my Goldendoodle puppy, Emerson!

whAT is your GuiLTy pLeAsure?

Trashy television on Bravo and E!

whAT Advice do you hAve For The new person 
in your oFFice?

Stay humble and open to advice.

whAT “dew” LeAders do? 

Lead by example.

whAT is your FAvoriTe indoor/ouTdoor 
AcTiviTy?

Traveling!

whAT FAmous person LivinG or deAd wouLd 
you Like To hAve Lunch wiTh And whAT wouLd 
you Ask Them? 

Michael Jackson, to talk about his thoughts on music today.

They Are pLAyinG your Theme sonG As you 
wALk on sTAGe. nAme ThAT Tune!”

Return of the Mack - only because it’s my favorite song.

whAT is your dreAm vAcATion? 

Tahiti

whAT is FirsT on your denTAL BuckeT LisT? 

To go on a service trip of some sort.

whAT does BALAnce Look Like?

 I wish I knew!

whAT movie ALwAys mAkes you LAuGh? 

Mrs. Doubtfire

how do you TAke your coFFee?

 I have never been a coffee drinker but love the frappuccinos 
from Starbucks.

whAT is The BesT GiFT you ever received?

My newborn son
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Bonnie Hixson

whAT is The BesT pArT oF your JoB? 

Connecting dentists and teams with the right mentors, 
resources and experts to help them reach their goals. 
Helping other people succeed is what drives me.

how do you meAsure your success? 

Jim Rohn said “You are the average of the five people you 
spend most of your time with.” Whether you spend your 
time with me in person or by reading The Progressive 
Dentist magazine or engaging in the content we create 
and share in The ProPractice, I want to be one of your 
“five”. When you spend time with me, I want it to count. 
If I can inspire, or at least make you think, I’ve made a 
difference. I’ve been successful today.

whAT oBsTAcLes hAve you overcome in your 
cAreer? 

My biggest hurdles to get over have been my own 
mistakes! I’ve made some whoppers over the years and 
they were costly. Sometimes, as an entrepreneur, you 
make bad decisions. What I’ve learned is that there’s 
always a lesson in the mistakes, and it’s taught me to 

come up with solutions that prevent me from making the 
same mistake twice.

whAT do you do To Turn Around A BAd dAy?

When my day goes off course, I have gotten very good 
at recognizing it, acknowledging it and then making a 
quick correction. If at all possible, I step away from the 
frustration and take a walk to clear my head, refocus and 
make sure my priorities are in order. A 15-20 minute walk 
(often with the company of my dog, Wrigley), some fresh 
air and sunshine gives my time to regroup and get back in 
the game with an action plan.

whAT is your GuiLTy pLeAsure?

Dark chocolate and a glass of great wine.

whAT “dew” LeAders do?

Leaders create other leaders and understand that we have 
a constant opportunity to learn. We inspire others to dig 
deeper and know that when you need it, there’s always a 
little left in the tank.

They Are pLAyinG your Theme sonG As you 
wALk on sTAGe. nAme ThAT Tune! 

Don’t Stop Believin’. Yeah, I’m a closet Journey fan.

whAT is your dreAm vAcATion?

Dublin, Ireland is a magical place and I had the good 
fortune to visit last year. I’m returning this summer with 
Lois Banta for one of her Amazing Practice Retreats. It’s 
the first place I’ve been in a long time that I’ve actually said 
to myself, “I could live here.”

whAT does BALAnce Look Like? 

Ridiculously off-balance! J Balance doesn’t mean 
equalized. It simply means that you have enough to keep 
you interested, challenged and being happy.

whAT movie ALwAys mAkes you LAuGh? 

Lately, anything with Leslie Mann in it. I think she’s 
hilarious and stunningly gorgeous.

how do you TAke your coFFee?

Early! A Grande non-fat latte does the trick when I’m on the 
road. Nothing fancy.
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Jennifer cHevalier

whAT is The BesT pArT oF your JoB?

The PEOPLE. I have had the great honor and opportunity 
to meet such fantastic people along my journey. To listen 
to them and learn from them is one of the best parts of my 
job.

who hAs Been The mosT inFLuenTiAL womAn 
in your LiFe? 

As many women would say, my mother has definitely been 
the most influential. She has taught me what it means to 
be a woman of class and to give with your whole heart.

how do you meAsure your success?

I measure success by your ability to live life on your own 
terms. Do what you want, when you want, with who you 
want. 

whAT oBsTAcLes hAve you overcome in your 
cAreer?

An obstacle every working mother continues to have to 
overcome is balancing the wife, mother and career woman 
roles. I don’t know that I have overcome it, but I continue 

to work at it and constantly improve on it. 

whAT do you do To Turn Around A BAd dAy? 

I make the decision to turn it around. I believe it truly is as 
simple as making the choice to do just that. 

whAT is your GuiLTy pLeAsure?

Movies and Chocolate. I love all kinds of movies and if 
I ever need to quite my mind, I love indulging in a great 
movie. And when I need something a little sweet, there is 
nothing better than good milk chocolate.

whAT Advice do you hAve For The new person 
in your oFFice?

 Always be authentic. If you are true to yourself and you 
feel like you don’t resonate in the culture, move on. Life is 
too short to pretend to be someone you aren’t. 

whAT “dew” LeAders do?

“DeW” leaders are passionate about business and 
serving the amazing community of dentistry. I believe the 
profession gives us so much that “DeW” leaders feel an 
obligation to give back.

whAT is your FAvoriTe indoor/ouTdoor 
AcTiviTy?

I love the beach so any opportunity I have to have the sand 
in my toes, I take it. 

whAT FAmous person LivinG or deAd wouLd 
you Like To hAve Lunch wiTh And whAT wouLd 
you Ask Them?

Princess Diana. She left an amazing legacy for her sons, 
and I always wondered what her mindset was and how 
intentional she lived her life. What had she hoped to 
leave for her sons and what would she have wished to do 
differently?

They Are pLAyinG your Theme sonG As you 
wALk on sTAGe. nAme ThAT Tune!

Fight Song – Rachel Platten. No matter what I am doing, 
if I hear that song, it pumps me up and gives me so much 
excitement for what the rest of the day holds. 

whAT is your dreAm vAcATion?

To cruise the world on a yacht going from destination to 
destination without having to pack and unpack. 
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By Janice Hurley
www.janicehurley.com 
http://dentistrysimageexpert.com

FOCUS ON THE SHOWER 
– NOT THE GYM
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You CAN have what is most 
important to you–YOU REALLY 
CAN. I promise. Even as a busy 

professional woman, you can indeed 
have what your heart desires. What you 
can’t have is more than 24 hours in a 
day or everything on your list if your list 
is too long. 

When it comes to health and fitness—
the biggest impact comes from not just 
having it on your list of priorities but 
WHERE you have it on your list. If health 
and fitness are not in the top three, I 
would venture to guess you’re struggling 
with getting the results you want … and 
that’s frustrating, I know.

As a busy professional woman (who is 
on a plane and out of my home at least 
30 percent of the year), I know it’s easier 
said than done to regularly exercise. I 
also know the amazing value to look and feel my best. 
Because I am asked on a regular basis how I keep and stay 
as fit as I do, I wanted to share the cold, hard facts. 

It’s not always easy and it’s often not what we want to hear 
but in a nutshell, I would say it’s this: 

1. I focus on the shower not the gym. I focus on just how 
good it feels AFTER I have worked out and my body is 
exploding with good endorphins. I focus on how strong 
and capable I feel when I travel to be able to move quickly 
and with confidence. I take in those moments, and I savor 
them. I commit them to memory because I KNOW I will 
have to draw on those moments to do what I need to do.

2. I don’t talk about it. I find that talking about exercising 
and working out is a waste of my time and can give me the 
illusion that my talking about it was beneficial in reaching 
my goal. It’s not—doing the work is. I no longer say, “I wish,” 

or “I need to.” I either hold myself accountable for doing 
it or I don’t bore myself and others with the “would have, 
should haves”.

3. I know when and where I am going to exercise. It’s 
already planned out. My working out is never connected 
with feeling like working out. In fact, truth be known, I 
almost never feel like working out when I head off to the 
gym. I do CrossFit as my exercise regimen of choice, and 
I know which class (when and where) I will be attending. 
I travel so much that when I am home I will go every day 
in the week. I attend the 6 a.m. class because, for me, it 
affects the quality of my day. I know that my energy level is 
highest in the morning. If I exercise when I travel for work, 
it’s an added bonus, but it’s often not realistic. When I 
travel for fun or with family, I go to a local CrossFit gym and 
bring as many family members as I can with me.

4. I tell myself that I only have to show up and finish—that’s 
what it takes to get me there. As I work out I have three 
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responsibilities. First, be present, right then, right there. 
We will always get a bigger physical and emotional benefit 
from our workout if we stay focused on the movement at 
hand. Second, expect to be uncomfortable in your pursuit 
of stronger muscles agility and cardio improvement. I go 
knowing and expecting it to be physically challenging, and 
I am never disappointed. Third, when I work out, I apply 
grace to my results and continuous gratefulness for 
everything and anything my body could do.  

5. I am crazy honest with the aging process. Being 
overweight and out of shape is so much more impactful 
than each year that goes by when it comes to looking and 
feeling old. There is nothing like losing the extra weight 
and eating healthy foods that is kinder to your face and 
more helpful to looking good in clothes. Lack of energy far 
outweighs wrinkles on our face to age us. No expensive 
face cream or serum can do the job that a healthy lifestyle 
can do. I am realistic about the fact that my natural state 
of mind is to be fairly sedentary and that much of my work 
involves sitting, so it makes moving more important than 
ever.

6. I surround myself with like-minded people. Friends that 
you meet in your yoga classes are great friends with which 
to spend time. We are strongly influenced by others and 
we can make it really difficult on ourselves to keep health 
and fitness on the top of our list when others around us 
don’t see the value. 

7. I never weigh myself. Since muscle weighs four times 
what fat does, the number on the scale is NOT a good 
measure of my overall health and fitness. Instead, my 
clothes and my energy level are true indicators of how 

I am doing. If I haven’t worked out or if I have not eaten 
clean, I don’t need a scale to tell me the results. For some 
of us weighing daily sets us into a negative spiral of self-
loathing over a five-pound gain—which, if it was muscle 
should be celebrated. In my case, it could be a pound or 
two loss, which could have just been water would have me 
celebrating with the wrong food. It’s not a daily report card 
that keeps us focused and healthy. It’s truly a moment by 
moment celebration and contribution to our potential that 
serves us. 

8. Mondays no longer exist. I used to see Monday’s as my 
“start day” because weekends were days of celebration 
with food or drink or no exercise. That was just part of 
my routine—Mondays looming ahead of me as start days 
and Tuesday usually spent in remorse. I just don’t do 
that anymore. Instead, it’s a general mindset of love and 
appreciation for every possibility that our life brings us. 
Exercise and clean food are better gifts than too much 
sugar and too many times missing class.

It truly is the shower not the gym that I focus on to keep 
me as healthy as possible today and tomorrow. Finding an 
activity that you can do regularly and one that challenges 
you to be stronger and more confident is always the first 
step. Life is so rich and there is so much for all of us to 
soak up and embrace. Figuring out how to move health and 
fitness up on your list will make every moment just a little 
more rewarding, I promise.
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By Rita Zamora
www.RitaZamora.com 
Rita@RitaZamora.com

DIGITAL UNPLUGS, NATURE 
AND NON-FOOD TREATS—
LESSONS IN STRESS 
RELIEF

Why would a digital marketer 
try to convince you how 
important being digital free 

is? Let me clarify, I’m not suggesting 
that you give up your devices and 
social media for good. I’d only like 
you to consider a digital sabbatical. 
Every December for the last few 
years, I’ve cleared my schedule for 
three weeks. The holiday season is 
the most convenient time for me to 
take time away from work and to also 
unplug, digitally. 

My husband and I often travel for at 
least one of the three weeks I take 
off, and the other weeks we typically 
spend quietly at home. It’s tricky 
to cut away from my smart phone 
when so much revolves around the 
convenience of Google, Google Maps 
… not to mention the ability to make 
phone calls, as we have no land line. 
Once you pick up your device during a 
digital or social media unplug it takes 
discipline to not click the Facebook, 
Instagram or Twitter apps. But I’ve 
learned to master it. 

If only for a day, a weekend, or maybe 
even a week, being away from your 
device and all things digital is said to 
help relieve stress, “text neck”, help 
you sleep better, reduce distractions 
—and may even make your memory 
sharper. Unplugging from your smart 
phone, email, social media and even 
the camera (you Instagrammers 

know who you are), can also be bliss. 
If nothing more, you can gauge how 
reliant—or not—you are on all things 
digital.

A digital sabbatical for me is healing 
time. Over the years I’ve felt the 
stress of being a business owner. You 
know, the “good stress” of a growing 
team and clientele. However the last 
few years were extremely difficult, 
emotionally. As some of you know, 
I’m a mom to furry kids. My dog and 
cats are my children. As my fourteen 
year old dog, Sunny, grew geriatric, 
weak and ill, it was heart-wrenching.

It was during the last few years of 
Sunny’s life that I realized I needed 
to be more respectful of my body, 
including what I ate, drank, and how 
I exercised. I needed to find a way 
to help my mind and body process 
the worry and anxiety of seeing my 
dear “daughter” dying a little more 
each day. The blessing in all of this, 
and what I believe was Sunny’s 
purpose, was to help me discover and 
appreciate a quiet mind and healthy 
body. 

A part of healing body and mind for 
me, in addition to the occasional 
digital detox, is to spend time in 
nature, everyday if possible. Being 
in nature is my bliss. Yoshifumi 
Miyazaki at Chiba University believes 
our bodies relax in pleasant, natural 

surroundings because they evolved 
there. I agree. There is no better place 
to unplug and restore than in nature. 
Living in Colorado, with hiking, aspen 
and pine trees, rushing creeks and 
creatures all around are my idea of 
heaven. Nature heals. 

STRESS RELIEF TREATS 

For those of you cringing at the 
thought of a digital unplug, maybe 
you’d like to explore stress relief 
of a different form. I’ve become a 
connoisseur of stress relief tips over 
the years! 

What is your go-to stress relief treat? 
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Mine used to be a glass or two of 
wine at the end of a busy day. For 
some of you it might be a stiff martini, 
a delectable chocolate cupcake or a 
giant bowl of popcorn smothered in 
butter. While the occasional food and 
drink treat can be fine, every body 
responds differently.

Letting go of old habits can be hard. 
When I needed to reframe the way I 
looked at stress relief, and “treats”, 
to be healthy, and take my physical 
strength to a higher level … my 
trusted fitness coach shared some 
wonderful alternatives—while still 
able to enjoy that occasional cookie 
or glass of wine. 

Below are several wonderful ways 
to reduce stress and treat your 
body, mind, and spirit that don’t 
involve food, cocktails or guilt—just 
special suggestions that my fitness 
coach Nicole Irlbeck, MS, ATC, CSCS 
recommends. I cherish these healthy 
stress relievers and hope they 
resonate with you, too. 

Nicole’s LIFE Menu to Feed Your Soul 

STARTERS

Mediate or Pray, spend 5 minutes in 
silence. 5 - 10 min

Walk, take a stroll alone or with a 
friend and talk to your inner best self 
10-15 min

Stretch, lengthen your body right 
where you are and breathe deep, 
exhale away stress 5 min

Sing, put on your favorite tune, and 
belt it out 5 min 

Write, journal your thoughts or write a 
friend a quick note of love 5 min

Paint your nails, grab your favorite 
polish or get them done for a relaxing 
treat 5-30 min 

ENTRÉES 

Hot Bath, add candles, a short book, 
and soothing music  20-30 min

Gardening, get down and dirty with 
nature, and feel creation flow as you 
settle into the earth  20-30 min

Drive, go to your favorite look-out 
spot and enjoy the view  30-45 min

Talk, find a friend and chat about 
what is burdening you or what is 
bringing you joy 45-60 min

Read, pick up a book that sweeps 
you away  30-45 min

Massage, splurge and go all out   
30-60 min

Laugh, read some jokes, rent a funny 
movie, or reminisce with an old 
friend/pictures  10-90 min

Dream, imagine your best self, read 
your favorite magazine, or draw your 
vision  30 min 

DESSERTS 

Kiss, find that special someone and 
give them some lovin’ ??? 

Swing, buy your own or locate a 
swing at the park…let your feet fly  
5-10 min 

“I needed to find a way to help 
my mind and body process the 
worry and anxiety of seeing my 

dear ‘daughter’ dying a little 
more each day.”
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Laugh, read some jokes, rent a funny 
movie, or reminisce with an old friend  
10-90 min

Drink, use your favorite glass with 
lots of water and sliced fresh fruit  2 
min 

Special thanks to Nicole Irlbeck, 
MS, ATC, CSCS. Learn more: http://
www.restorationfitness.net/
private-health-coaching/

SOURCES: 

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/
magazine/2016/01/call-to-wild/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/25535358

http://psycnet.apa.
org/index.cfm?fa=buy.
optionToBuy&id=2014-52302-001

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/21764755

Please reach out to our authors and our 
advertisers.  They care about you and 
keep us in print! Please check out our 
Submission’s page to join the DeW Crew!



Starters
Meditate Or Pray - Spend 5 min. in silence giving thanks for your breath .............................5-10 min 

Walk - Take a stroll alone or with a friend and talk to your inner best self  ........................10-15 min 

Stretch - Lengthen your body right where you are and breathe deep, exhale away stress ......5 min 

Sing - Put on your favorite tune, and belt it out  ........................................................................  5 min 

Write - Journal your thoughts or write friend a quick note of love  ...........................................  5 min 

Paint Your Nails - Grab your favorite polish or get them done for a relaxing treat  .............. 5-30 min

Entrées
Hot Bath - Add candles, a short book, and soothing music ............................................... 20-30 min 

Gardening - Get down & dirty with nature & feel creation  
flow as you settle into the earth ......................................................................................... 20-30 min 

Drive - Go to your favorite look-out spot and enjoy the view .............................................30-45 min 

Talk - Find a friend and chat about what is burdening you or  
what is bringing you joy ......................................................................................................45-60 min 

Read - Pick up a book that sweeps you away .....................................................................30-45 min 

Massage - Splurge and go all out .........................................................................................30-60 min 

Laugh - Read some jokes, rent a funny movie, or reminisce with an old friend/pictures . 10-90 min 

Dream - Imagine your best self, read you favorite magazine, or draw your vision ..................30 min

Desserts
Kiss - Find that special someone and give them some lovin’......................................................???? 

Swing - Buy your own or locate a swing at the park… let your feet fly..................................5-10 min 

Laugh - Read some jokes, rent a funny movie, or reminisce with an old friend ................ 10-90 min 

Drink - Use your favorite glass with lots of water and sliced fresh fruit ....................................2 min
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By Laura D. Braswell, DDS 
Buckhead Periodontics

NO ANIMALS OR PEOPLE 
WERE HARMED IN THE 
WRITING OF THIS ARTICLE

Life is a juggling act that involves balancing your 
family, career and personal life. I am a mother, a 
grandmother, a girlfriend, an educator and an exotic 

animal dentist. Oh wait, I almost forgot I own a very busy 
periodontal practice in Atlanta! The family part is a no 
brainer; they always come first through the fabulous 
times and the challenges. As an educator, I enjoy working 
with residents at the Dental College of Georgia in Augusta 
and at Emory University. Every time I do clinical teaching, 
it reaffirms my skills and reveals new ways to think about 
procedures. Speaking at local, national and international 
meetings is the same. While many hours go into preparing 
a presentation, it forces me to read the current literature 
and review my clinical cases. Exotic Animal Dentistry 
has been my expensive hobby for the last 30-plus years. 
The opportunity to work with lions, gorillas and marine 
mammals is a true blessing in my life! What holds it all 
together are your faith and friends.

So how do we balance all of our passions without 
having an ADD breakdown or complete exhaustion? One 
thing I have learned is to work as a team. In education, I 
collaborate with other faculty members and often lecture 
or teach labs with peers. I recently attended one of those 
after work sales dinners at a local restaurant. You know 
the type; you work hard all day and then wonder, “Why 
did I sign up for this?” After dragging myself to the Italian 
spot in Buckhead, I was pleasantly surprised to enjoy the 
presentation, mostly due to an energetic hygienist named 
Erin Doffoney. She impressed me with her poise and ease 
at speaking while being able to articulate her experience 
with the product. Afterwards, I was surprised to hear 
that that was her first experience with public speaking! 
We set up a time to get together and brainstormed on 
how to nurture and develop her talents and passion for 
technological advances in dentistry.

Mentoring is about passing along knowledge and 
encouragement, but also about connections. When 

these connections are made, both parties benefit from 
the experience. In Erin’s case, she knew she enjoyed 
diagnostic technology, but was unsure how to take action 
to pursue her interests.  We sat down and made a list of 
potential contacts from both sides and came up with an 
“action plan”. After only a few weeks, Erin had connected 
with two magazines, a biotech project, is writing a CE 
module and a journal article, and is in contact with an 
online dental staffing group. She has followed through 
with every lead we discussed with energy in an organized 
and professional manner. I am so proud to see how 
quickly she has achieved her initial goals and know that 
she will be successful with her dreams. Sometimes, it 
takes a little spark to get out of our daily habit and try 
something new. Kudos to Erin!

Exotic animal dentistry is also a lot about connections. 
When I started working at Yerkes National Primate 
Research Center at Emory University, I met Dr. Terry 
Maple, a well-known primatologist who ended up in 
charge of the renovation and rebirth of Zoo Atlanta. He 
introduced me to Dr. Rita McManamon, the lead zoo 
veterinarian, and Dr. Gail Powell-Johnson, a veterinary 
ophthalmologist. Together we have treated hundreds of 
animal over the last 30-plus years. Through them, I met 
Dr. Jeff Swanagon who headed up the “new” Georgia 
Aquarium.

“All dentists know how to 
do extractions, periodontal 
treatment and endodontics. 
What they don’t know is how 
to tailor their treatment to 
a tiny monkey or a Beluga 
whale.”
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I mostly treat marine mammals at the aquarium that 
like all mammals suffer from oral disease. Most of the 
examinations and some of the treatments are done on 
conscious animals. These amazing water creatures are 
so smart! The trainers and caretakers spend hundreds of 
hours training them for medical and dental appointments. 
Recently a dolphin broke a tooth, so they took a radiograph 
and emailed it to my office. They were able to get the 
animal to swim into a hammock in the water and kept him 
wet with giant sponges. I gave him some local anesthetic 
and was able to extract the tooth. Afterwards he splashed 
Dr. Tonya Clause, the lead veterinarian. She laughed and 
told him that he should have splashed me!

There are very few books on exotic animal dentistry, 
so most of the learning is from other practitioners and 
articles in the literature. As an honorary fellow in the 
Academy of Veterinary Dentistry, I have been involved 
with education for over 30 years. Since animals and 
humans are living longer, they tend to have more dental 
problems as they age. As I am one of those aging humans, 
I decided to find someone to work with me and learn 
the unique requirements for practicing dentistry as a 
veterinary consultant to these wonderful patients. Most of 
the treatment is periodontal therapy and oral surgery. Dr. 
Mark Barr is our endodontist who comes in quite handy 
if you need a root canal on a gorilla or tiger! Once again, 
mentoring is all about connections. All dentists know how 
to do extractions, periodontal treatment and endodontics. 
What they don’t know is how to tailor their treatment to 
a tiny monkey or a Beluga whale. This is accomplished 
through communications with the veterinarian staff, 
caretakers and specialists in the community. If you need a 
tusk removed, you contact Dr. Boyd Welsch in Florida. You 
learn to have total respect for the lead veterinarian who is 
in charge of the procedure and responsible for you life and 
safety!

After working with several competent young general 
dentists, I realized I needed a surgeon. Flexibility is 
the key because you can block off half a day and not 
even see an animal if it is too hot, too cold or he/she 
refused to cooperate. Enter Dr. Brenda Hall, oral surgeon 
extraordinaire!  She seems to have the perfect balance of 
skills, personality and flexibility for the job. In the last two 
years she has extracted a lion’s tooth, worked on a gorilla 
and is going to close an oro-antral fistula on a sun bear. 
Exotic animal dentistry is rewarding, but also hard work 
and very physical. I appreciate her help and expertise 
and know that she will serve our community and animal 
kind and bring in her own consultants through her new 
connections!

Many people (including my staff and family) think that I 
am overcommitted and way too busy. I cannot imagine my 
life any other way! I get up every day and thank God for 
the chance to take care of my patients on both two and 
four legs, or those swimming with fins. If you keep your 
life exciting, you will never burn out or get bored. Make 
connections and become the “YOU” that you want to be. 
No one is anointed to be a speaker or special dental care 
provider. You make a plan and then just DeW it!

Laura Braswell is a teacher, 
veterinary dentist, researcher, 
laser advocate, periodontist, 
mom and grandmother. She 
owns Buckhead Periodontics in 
Atlanta Ga and spends way too 
much time with her cat Dragon! 
buckheadperio@gmail.com
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Growing up in a home with loving parent role models, 
I wanted that same edifying, loving marriage. 
I spent my 20s and part of my 30s desperately 

looking for my soulmate. I sat on a lot of bar stools and 
church pews, searching for my Mr. Right. 

After a dear friend shared a book with me about the law of 
attraction, my life forever changed. The book was about if 
we think positive thoughts, we attract positive things. And 
if we think negative thoughts, we attract negative things. 
I decided to test the theory and thought about attracting 
a great parking space at my local Wal-Mart on Saturday 
Morning. (I know you have been to Wal-Mart on a Saturday, 
and you know that it is almost impossible to get a front-
row parking space.) Well, I did not attract the first space, 
but I rolled right in to the second space. Astonished, 
I thought if it works for a parking space, what else can I 

attract? I zipped home and immediately started a list of 
all the things I wanted in my life. I dedicated the time and 
got really clear on my vision of what I wanted. I wanted an 
edifying, loving marriage. So, I focused. I imagined what 
my marriage would be like. What my husband would be 
like. I even felt the happiness I would feel when I had that 
marriage. I made a list of his values, his personality type 
and even his height. He had to be taller than me! I tucked 
away my secret list and went to creating my husband. I 
decided to start parking on just half for my driveway to 
make room for my husband when he came. I decided to 
move my clothes in my closet to just one side, because 
my husband would need a place to put his things. I even 
slept on just one side of my bed. I had to open space in 
my life for my dream husband to come in. 

I joined an online dating group and answered every 
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manifested some amazing results!), I’ve learned it’s more 
than just slapping a picture onto a poster board. It’s about 
getting really clear on your authentic life, letting go of 
what’s in the way and clearly connecting with your dreams 
while designing a vision that calls to you.

SCIENCE HAS PROVEN THE POWER OF THE BRAIN AND 
VISUALIZING. LOOK AT THIS:

• Scientific studies reveal that when you visualize 
an action, you stimulate the same brain regions as 
when you can perform that action. Cool!

• Medical studies prove that when stroke victims 
imagine moving a limb, even after it’s paralyzed 
by a stroke, brain flow increases enough to reduce 
tissue death. Wow!

• One athletic study proved that visualization enabled 
nationally ranked gymnasts to execute several 
complex tricks for the first time.

• Visualization has also been shown to improve high 
jumpers clearing the bar. In other words, your brain 
can be trained to create outcomes you most want.

 When I started witnessing the success that I was having 
with vision boards and my friends and family success, I 
decided to dig a little deeper. Just imagine, if one person 
can visualize and manifest something fabulous, then what 
could a group of people visualize and manifest? What 
could a team visualize and manifest? The potential is 
limitless.

Vision boards are a way to manifest your dream life. When 
you make a vision board, you get clear on what you want to 
create in your life. Ask me how I know… meet Steve. 

And they lived happily ever after.

question with the most honest and intentional answers. 
Even when I felt like my answers might not be the most 
politically correct answers, I answered them honestly. I 
was super clear and marched forward with great intention. 
I was first introduced, linked, matched … whatever you 
want to call it, with a guy in construction. We started 
communicating through the online portal, and then, poof, 
I didn’t hear from him anymore. I dated few others and 
they were not at all what I knew I deserved. A few months 
later, I was ready to give up. “This doesn’t work”, I said. 
With tears in my eyes, I re-read my list that I had secretly 
hidden away. The very next week, that construction guy, 
he emailed me and was sure I was dating someone else. 
He wanted me to know that he had a flood in his home and 
that was why I hadn’t heard from him. “Sure,” I thought, 
“You just dated someone else and it didn’t work out and 
now you’re coming back to me.” Well, funny thing, I have 
been happily married to that construction man for almost 
six years now and even live in that home that was flooded. 
I still have that prayed over list of my dream husband, and 
it completely describes Steve in such clear detail.

A parking space, a husband, a home or even the perfect 
career. You can manifest whatever you set your intentions 
to. I have had so much fun creating my vision and vision 
boards that I just had to share it with a friend or two or 
three. And now, I am creating vision board workshops for 
friends, families and teams.

 Most of us have fleeting ideas of what we want to be, do 
or have in our lives. But they remain just that, fleeting. 
After all, who has the time to intentionally get clear about 
what we want to create? Well, everyone from Katy Perry 
to Ellen DeGeneres to Oprah Winfrey swears that they 
intentionally created outcomes by using a simple tool: 
the “vision board”. A vision board is a way to sell your own 
ideas to yourself, to anchor to your dreams and to allow 
the magic of manifestation to work in your life. Finally!

As someone who has made my own vision boards (and 

“Vision boards are a way to 
manifest your dream life. 
When you make a vision 
board, you get clear on what 
you want to create in your life. 
Ask me how I know… meet 
Steve.”
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WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT VISION BOARD 
WORKSHOPS.

“It was really meant to be for me to attend the vision 
board workshop! It was very inspirational, emotional, 
and very exciting. The sharing that took place between 
the participants was amazing. Emme took us to a 
new level. I’m excited to have my board posted in my 
office, so I can review it daily to achieve my goals!”  
– Grethe Whitman

                                                   

“A morning spent with Emme Sanders connecting with my 
vision and then pasting inspirational pictures and words 
to a board was extremely rewarding and really fun! My 
vision board is hanging in my office, front and center. It 
has given me great energy to follow my dream because I 
am now so clear on my ‘WHY!’

“This is a great experience for anyone that wants to see 
their dreams come true in a clear and visual way. Can you 
imagine how a dental team can benefit from seeing how 
they can come together to reach a common goal?”  
– Anne Duffy

                                                   

 “I had not heard of a vision board, so I did not know what 
to expect. Emme, our host, introduced herself and ex-
plained how we were going to create our boards. I was still 
a bit in the dark until she shared with us the reason she 
made her first vision board and how it impacted her life. At 
that point, I could not wait to get started.

“We got busy right away. It was a work in progress, and 
everyone was eager to lend a hand searching for photos 
and verbiage in magazines for what would best illustrate 
our vision to create our best life. The time flew by, and 
before I knew it, our boards were completed. We were all 
given the same task but the results were entirely different. 
They were amazing.” 
  – Patti D’Agata

                                                   

“There are many studies that have proven that when you 
write down your goals, you solidify your intent and are 
more likely to accomplish your objectives. The Vision 
Board Workshop is an ideal way to gain clarity on what 
is going great in your personal and professional life and 
what you need to focus on to bring your ultimate dreams 
into reality. Emme motivates you throughout the workshop 
to turn the words, phrases and pictures that are most 
appealing to your consciousness into a beautiful reminder 
of the best life you are working hard to achieve.” 
– Leslie Benoit

Call or email Emme Sanders and mention DewLife Magazine for a 
complementary vision call and receive the “Create Your Best Life 
Dreamsheet”  704-517-0009  me@InspiredHygiene.com
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Wells Fargo Practice Finance is the only practice lender selected especially  
for ADA® members and endorsed by ADA Business ResourcesSM.

Wells Fargo Practice Finance

Thinking of buying or  
starting a practice?

When you’re ready to purchase or start a practice, count on  
Wells Fargo Practice Finance to help you achieve your goals:

· Up to 100% financing to help you acquire  
an existing practice or start one from scratch

· Competitive fixed-rate loans with preferred pricing for  
ADA® members

· Complimentary planning resources and professional  
support to help your practice thrive

Download your free copy  
of Preparing for Ownership.

wellsfargo.com/demagazine

To get started, call 1-888-937-2321 or visit  
wellsfargo.com/demagazine to request your  
free Preparing for Ownership workbook.

All financing is subject to credit approval.
ADA® is a registered trademark of the American Dental Association. ADA Business Resources SM is a service mark of the American Dental Association.  
ADA Business Resources is a program brought to you by ADA Business Enterprises, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of the American Dental Association.
© 2017 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. Wells Fargo Practice Finance is a division of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
1185-0617-PF-DeWLife
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By Rachel Mele
www.rachelmele.com

RUNNING WITH THE BULLS

Running with the bulls is an experience I will never 
forget. The rush I felt as I waited for the sirens to go 
off. The first step as I ran for my life. If I had been 

born just a few decades earlier, running would have been 
illegal. If I had been born when my namesake, Rachel 
Obershaw, was born, I would not have initially had the right 
to vote. While incredible progress has been made to bridge 
the gaps in gender inequality, the statistics are still alarm-
ing. According to the World Economic Forum (WEF), it will 
take another 170 years before men and women are paid 
equally. Let’s cut that in half. 

If it takes 170 years, that means my daughters’ great 
grandchildren will experience gender inequality. The 
impact is significant. Not just for my family, but across 
the globe. Half of the world’s population is female. 
Empowering women is more than just the right thing to do; 
it could save the planet. 

One way to cut the number of years it will take to achieve 
gender equality is through organizations like Sheryl 
Sandberg’s non-profit, Lean In. The mission of Lean In “is 
to empower women to achieve their ambitions.” Lean In 
tells stories of men encouraging women in the workplace, 
being a 50/50 partner and being an “all-star dad”. It tells 
stories of women mentoring women, being role models for 
girls and supporting female colleagues, friends and family 
as they strive to be the best they can be.

It’s these stories that could slash 170 years in half. Lean 
In tells stories of the impact women have on each other’s 
lives. One example of a pioneer with impact was my aunt 
Rachel. Born in 1892, Rachel Obershaw was a woman 
working in a man’s world. Even though the cards were not 
stacked in her favor, she started a greeting card business. 
Her success led her to serve on Postmaster General John 
A. Gronouski’s Zip Code Committee. My aunt helped 
create the zip code we use daily. Without extraordinary 
women like my aunt, many of the innovations that are part 
of our everyday lives would not exist. 

In the dental profession, I’m inspired by women like Lucy 

Hobbs, who was the first credentialed female dentist. 
What I learned most from her is not to give up. She applied 
to dental school multiple times and kept getting denied. 
That didn’t stop her. She applied again and again until 
they said yes. One of the best lessons I ever learned is that 
hearing a “no” just means you are that much closer to a 
“yes.” The other lesson is, if you’ve gotten to a “no,” what’s 
the worst that can happen, so why not try again.

This year, a Wall Street firm commissioned a bronze 
statue of a girl staring down a charging bull in New York 
City that says, “Know the power of women in leadership. 
SHE makes a difference.” Sheryl Sandberg and all the 
women running gender equality organizations are the 
fearless girls who together will slash the time in half. My 
aunt Rachel was that girl leading with power 100 years 
ago paving the way towards the improved equality we 
experience today. I was that young girl running with the 
bulls in Pamplona, making my voice heard. I am that girl 
today, mentoring the women in my life and sharing their 
stories with anyone who will listen. I believe the statistic 
can be changed by getting stories like these out to women. 
These are the actions that will address the challenge of 
gender inequality. 
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By Lennie Cox

ONE NOTE

Despite being a person who doesn’t seem to 
remember nearly as much as I should, I’ve 
never forgotten a conversation I had with an 

individual who told me about a leadership forum. 
In this particular seminar, the speaker utilized an 
orchestra during his presentation to illustrate the 
correlation between an orchestra and business. 
Sadly, I don’t recall exactly who told me, but I loved 
the idea that attendees were able to “witness in 
real-time the results of different scenarios and 
the impact that changes in certain variables have 
on an organization’s performance.” They came to 
appreciate individual contributions and effects 
on the total performance, as well as the way the 
musicians followed the conductor, listened to one 
another and adjusted in order to achieve the desired 
sound, rhythm and emotion. Even when minor 
modifications were made, participants could detect 
the changes—for good or for bad.

That conversation with my colleague resurfaced 
again almost 15 years later at a time when I was in 
a funk. I wasn’t responding the way I knew I should 
be to ordinary, everyday things, so I decided to 
speak with my parish priest. I elaborated on my 
daily challenges and missteps, and his response 
astounded me. He told me that I was one note, one 
note in God’s Great Symphony. Wow, a flood of 
emotions washed over me as I flashed back to that 
conversation about the orchestra. I hadn’t really 
thought about my thoughts, words or actions as a 
note, the one note I had been given to play. Instead, 
I had focused on my list. I love lists! Among my 
lists is a mental inventory of frequent foibles and 
how I’m going to try to act or react differently next 

time. I must say that the idea of being one note or 
responsible for playing one note simplified things for 
me. I was finally able to get rid of a list. 

As much as I like checking things off, I loved the idea 
of focusing on playing my one note. You know and 
I know when we’re playing our note correctly, when 
we’re watching the conductor, listening to others 
and adjusting, and contributing to the overall sound 
and performance. It’s something we hear, we feel, we 
experience; it’s the reverberation of truth found deep 
within. His words were liberating! But I also found 
them humbling. I was one note, not a symphony, 
a song, a phrase or even a chord. They grounded 
me in the reality of my littleness, yet conveyed the 
importance and responsibility of playing my one note 
well. They also reminded me of a young woman, St. 
Therese of Lisieux, who lived in the 1800s. She didn’t 
struggle with balancing littleness and responsibility, 
but combined them in great harmony by “doing small 
things with great love,” thereby exemplifying how we 
too should play our one note. I have found myself 
pausing throughout my day asking, “Am I playing my 
one note? And am I playing it well?” 

My son plays in the school band, and they have been 
practicing for months during and after school to 
perform for a group of symphonic band experts. As 
a freshman in high school, competing in band is still 
new and can be a bit nerve-racking. This most recent 
experience was exacerbated by the fact that he had 
to play and hold a single note in the final song of their 
performance that could be heard above the entire 
band. As the competition day drew closer, he became 
more and more nervous. He really wanted to play his 
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note well. The day finally came. The band played its 
first song great, its second song even better, and 
then the moment of truth arrived. It was time for 
their third and final song that featured my son’s not-
so-solo solo. The band played on, and then the time 
came when the conductor turned his head towards 
my son, made eye contact, raised his baton and 
lowered it at the exact instant he was to play. My 
son took a deep breath in anticipation and played his 
note. He held it, held it and held it some more, until 
he thought he couldn’t hold it for a moment longer. 
Thankfully, it was at that second that the conductor 
circled his hands and brought the song to a close. 
The band had performed brilliantly! After they exited 
the venue, the band director turned to my son and 
told him he overheard the judges say that he had 
played his F note beautifully. Isn’t that what we all 
want? To play that one note we have been given to 
play with humility, love, purpose and truth—to play it 
well—so that we too can add to the splendor of God’s 
Great Symphony and to hear that we played our one 
note … beautifully.

Lennie Cox is a native Texan and graduate of the University of 
Texas at Austin, but has lived in Charlotte, NC with her husband 
for twenty-one years. She has two children and loves spending 
her time focusing on family, faith, and fitness. 

 

“She didn’t struggle with balancing 
littleness and responsibility, but 
combined them in great harmony by 
‘doing small things with great love,’ 
thereby exemplifying how we too 
should play our one note.”
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Crest® PRO-HEALTH™ with stabilized 
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fluoride toothpaste to better protect 
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danger zone.*
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